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In The Toy Box:

The Thrill Is In The Chase
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“As we get older it is harder to have heroes,
		
but it is sort of necessary.”

Once again, this newsletter comes
The month of February allowed
late in the month, and once again
me to attend a few auctions in our overdue. Thank you, Angie, for
local area. There was one which I putting up with me and what seems
found particularly exciting and was to be my constant procrastination.
something I’ve never experienced
To get right
in my 50 years of collecting and
down to things,
attending auctions!
February has been
I arrived in Pottageville at 9:00 am an incredibly
to attend the auction; the preview good month
was from 9 to 10 and the auction weather wise.
was to commence at 10 o’clock.
Records have
I arrived to find the hall in total
been set with
darkness.
previous ones
The items were all set up and ready broken and we
for auction and the crowd was in have constantly
enjoyed springattendance. There were probably
like temperatures throughout
February. At the end of February,
we reached 13 degrees which almost
seems unbelievable.

about a hundred people, but
people were previewing the items
using their cell phone flashlights,
since the power had been out for
15 minutes.
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As usual the highlight for February
for me, is my good friend Susan and
Larry’s February Annual Winter
Blahs Party. This year marks the
40th anniversary of this event. Friend

Hemingway

Larry reminds me that the first event
in 1987 took place on the 50th
anniversary of Mickey Mouse. Sue
and Larry have been making this
an annual event ever since. As is
customary I attend this event with
my long-time friend
Christopher. Several of
us old timers dress up
in typical Midsummer
garb. This consists of
shorts and the loudest
Hawaiian shirt in one’s
collection. Needless to
say, Christopher and
I always rise to the
occasion.
The evening started for most us
around 7 p.m., and by 9:30 was
in full swing. Sue always lays out a
wonderful buffet for us to munch on
throughout the evening. It is kind
of a ragtag evening but the main
highlight is always the music.
continued on page 3
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February 2017, One Year Later:
Orangeville Remains a Seller’s Market
Inventory levels in Orangeville have improved slightly over the last month, however,
Orangeville and area remain a Seller’s Market with only 20 active listings. There has been an
18% increase in house prices in Orangeville over the last 12 months!
History has shown that real estate remains a great long term investment. With interest rates
remaining at unprecedented lows, now is a perfect opportunity to investment in bricks and
mortar. Real estate is a great alternative to the tumultuous and unpredictable stock market.
If you would like to learn more about how real estate can be the right investment for you,
call me today and I will email you my FIVE YEAR REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT
PLAN free of charge to you. This booklet will show you how can profit from a real estate
investment in just five years.
I would be pleased, to discuss with you, investment opportunities in
either residential and commercial real estate.
Call me today at 519-216-0138 or email me at dmaguire@royallepage.ca

The Thrill Is In The Chase... continued from page 1
The auctioneer and his crew were
frantically trying to find ways to get
the auction underway but without
power for their computer system,
they were not able to register the
bidders.

This being done people were very
quickly processed through the line
and given a bidding number.
The auction commenced at
about 10:45 am under a series of
flashlights and cell phone lights.
It was all very exciting and they
also managed to get the snack bar
coffee up and running. The spirit of
antique people never fails to amaze
me and I expect about 75% of the
crowd remained for the auction.

Calls to Hydro One indicated that
power was out in a widespread area
and could remain out until 12 or
1 o’clock and possibly later. The
choices the auctioneer faced were
very limited and having to cancel
would certainly have drastic financial If anyone was looking for a bargain
implications for him.
that morning they certainly didn’t
Necessity being the mother of
find it there. I don’t know if one
invention, my friend Jeff, a dealer
would attribute it to not being able
from Colgan, managed to come up to examine the items really carefully,
with a converter, that he hooked to but premium prices were being paid
the battery of his truck and from
for most items. I hung in for several
there, an extension cord was run to hours, but only being interested in a
the auctioneer’s computer system.
few small items, decided to leave and

asked my friend Jeff to bid on one
item for me.
When speaking with the auctioneer,
he related to me that during his
entire career, situations such as this,
have only occurred a few times.
The first time was when he had
booked the hall for an auction, set up
the day before, only to find out the
hall had been rented to another client
for the day of the auction. He ended
up unloading the hall at 4 o’clock in
the morning and having to re book
the auction for a later date.
The second occurrence, he had had
an auction booked and heavy rainfall
had flooded the area around the
auction hall. Being the trooper he is,
he rounded up planks and created
a bridge, so once again the auction
aficionados had an entrance.
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As We Get Older... continued from page 1
Sue and Larry have some wonderful
musician friends who always grace
us with their talents. This night was
no exception. We were all thrilled
with the music bestowed upon us by
Mark from Pennsylvania, Mose from
Toronto and David from Niagara
Falls. What a treat to sit in the
corner and absorb it all like a like a
very dry sponge.

finally the lamps were shut down
and the guitars put away.
Sue and Larry, thank you for the
tradition and the opportunity to
refresh old friendships and make new
friends.

In the coming weeks, I will be
visiting Bubba, my brother Jerry,
The thing I found most exceptionally and attending the annual race event
wonderful was the dialogue between in Sebring. This is the 12 hour
Mose and David. They would be
Sebring endurance race that happens
chatting away about their earlier
each year during the March spring
musical experience on the Toronto
break. Although the race is only a 12
scene in the nineteen-sixties. David
hours’ event, racing activities begin
would be relating to Mose the first
on Wednesday and conclude with
time he heard a particular song was
the 12-hour race on Saturday.
It is an extremely exciting race as
there are several categories of vehicles
that participate. They go from stock
production models to high-end
formula racers. The thrill is to see
the formula cars work their way to
the leader of the pack through all the
other categories of entrants.
when Mose had sung it in a club in Although the overall finish position
Toronto back at that time. These
is attained by the formula type cars,
great talents just seem to become
each car will have a first-place finish
more incredible with the passage of
in their own category, which makes
time.
for several overall winners. The event
winds up late on the Saturday night
Most of the gang hung around to
and is followed by much celebration
the wee hours of the morning until
by drivers, pit crew and racing
enthusiasts.
This has been an annual event
for Bubba and me for the past
several years and one I look
extremely forward to not only for
the excitement of the race but the
friendship of my brother.
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After that event, I will continue
south to spend some time with Roxy
and Brendan. I’m looking forward
to a nice quiet and relaxing time
with my family. With work taking
me away from home, every day with
them is truly a blessing and a gift.
On the real estate front the madness
continues. We have experienced
an 18% increase in house prices in
Orangeville over the last 12 months.
Fortunately, inventory has increased
slightly and we now have 20 active
listings for sale in Orangeville. This
compares to the usual 100 we would
have carried in the past.
Multiple offers and prices well over
asking price are now commonplace
occurrences. Interest rates remain
stable with no predictions of any
significant increases. Once again,
the market consists of first-time
buyers coming into the marketplace,
families looking to upgrade in size or
location and seniors ready to retire
and downsize or thinking about
apartment or condominium living.
This of course gives retirees the
benefit to travel during the winter
and avoid some of the nasty weather
we would typically see.
In strategies moving forward it’s
always a difficult call. On the
buying end one must be aggressive
and this is sometimes a scary thing
especially for young people entering
the market. Where this will all
end is anyone’s guess. Long-time
clients continue to call me and it’s a
wonderful thing to hear from them
again. So many years have passed
and I am so blessed that they still
think of me when it comes time for
Real Estate.
To my bride of 32 years, Roxy, Love
You miss you be home soon and to
that son of mine keep your stick on
the ice Brendan, dad loves you. Take
care out there my friends and may
God bless you.
		

Wee Davey
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The Thrill Is In The Chase... continued from page 2
Earlier in this article, I made
mention of my friend Jeff from
Colgan. I attended his store several
weeks ago, looking for inventory for
Toad Hollow.

The crank handle that was included
with the Brunswick model seemed
to be the wrong handle and did not
fit the mechanism.

Jeff suggested we disassemble the
He had just received some inventory top and check to determine the
from a client of his who was
problem. I thought this was just a
downsizing. Part of the inventory
slight problem and was sure I could
were windup gramophones, which I get the proper handle from my good
always find to be good sellers.
friend and expert in this area, Ed
One was a table top model and just Moran. So, having struck a good
needed some minor repairs. Another
was a stand-up phonograph made
by Brunswick with the cabinet being
in oak and beautifully refinished.

Jeff, to relate this finding to him.
We both had a good laugh over it
and he said he would make good for
the difference on my next purchase
at his shop.
I was quick to phone my friend
Ed Moran and relate my story to
him. Once again, we both had a
good laugh and he told me he was
confident he could find a motor for
the unit.
Within a week and a half, the top
deck was back in place with the
motor just humming nicely and I
was playing a Judy Garland tune
from a 78 RPM record. As always

deal I brought the item back to the
apartment and awaited the new
handle.
Upon getting it back, I decided to

investigate the problem further and
disassembled the upper platform of
the machine. It was upon removing
this that I discovered that although
the cabinet had been expertly
restored it was in fact missing the
entire motor.

in collecting, The Thrill Is In The
Chase! Happy Hunting my friends.

It was with a chuckle, that I phoned
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Check out my listings!

visit www.dmaguire.ca for more details* or call 519-216-0138 or email dmaguire@royallepage.ca

55 Townline, Orangeville, ON
L9W 2P9
John St & Townline
2,750 square feet
FOR LEASE

$12 Sq Ft Net

53 Townline, Orangeville, ON
L9W1V3

Prime Location At Corner Of Two Major
Intersections.

$3500.00 per Month
Immediate Occupancy Available

Excellent Opportunity To Combine Your Business And Residence.
Outstanding Corner Lot With Frontage On Two Major Roadways.
Many Uses Allowed Under M1 Zoning. Lot Is Approximately 0.75 Of
An Acre With Access From Both Streets. Free Standing Block Garage/
Workshop Approximately 20 X 30 Feet With Hydro. Residence Is
Renovated 2-Storey Brick Victorian That Could Also Be Used For
Showroom Or Offices.
To learn more about this property contact
David Maguire at 519-216-0138

Originally Built As An
Automotive Repair Garage.
Has Been Used For Retail Sales For The
Last 5 Years.
To learn more about this property
contact David Maguire at
519-216-0138

The property consists of a 20,160 square foot school with kitchen
and sleeping accommodations for up to 90 persons. The chapel is
3,024 square feet in size, and has a lovely library which overlooks the
Chapel.

20704 Heart Lake Road Caledon, ON

$3,800,000.00

Two parcels; one part 97.85 acres and the
second part, 2.23 acres.

There is a workshop garage, which is steel clad and is 3,600 square
feet in size. Also located on the property is a lovely two bedroom
Victorian brick home, circa 1865 and is approximately 1,600 square
feet. There are also three rustic cottage style hermitages, beaver pond,
2 streams, fire pits and a basketball court. The property comprises
two parcels; one part 97.85 acres and the second part, 2.23 acres.
To learn more about Mount Alverno, visit:
http://mountalvernoculturalcentre4sale.com/

* Although the information shown is believed to be accurate, no warranties or representations are made of any kind.
Call me today to Book an Appointment to see these excellent properties, all ideal as rental properties. Visit my website to
learn how rental properties can be a viable investment opportunity compared to the stock market.
RCR Realty, Brokerage

Independently Owned & Operated
75 First Street, Suite 14
Orangeville, Ontario, L9W 2E7
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